CUSTOMER STORIES

Discover how OpenWater’s development team achieves better
work-life balance with better development processes

OpenWater is an online awards management provider that helps event professionals
organize and run seamless award ceremonies.

INDUSTRY
Awards Management

Kunal Johar is the Co-Founder and Director of Technology at OpenWater. A pivotal
part of his role to ensure the OpenWater platform is customized and configured to

COMPANY SIZE

meet the exact needs of their clients, all while managing an efficient development

50+

team of 12 in a high-growth environment.

LOCATION
Washington DC & remote locations

experience so he can improve where needed and offer exceptional support without
draining resources. Kunal says, “And that’s why we use Raygun.”

CHALLENGE
After moving to the cloud, traditional error
logging tools became impossible to scale to a
growing number of servers.
OpenWater needed a centralized solution to
view errors reported from customers, and the
ability to proactively solve issues before
customers reported them.
SOLUTION
Once Raygun was integrated into OpenWater’s
cloud software, the development team gained
visibility into the cause of an error.
The Custom tagging feature allows OpenWater
to attach unique error codes to isolate real
software problems and provide friendlier error
messages to their non-technical audience.
RESULTS
Reduced error noise by 99%.
Reduced error diagnosis time from 30 - 40
minutes per error to just a few seconds.
Provided human-friendly messages when
errors occur to let casual users troubleshoot
and rectify common problems on their own.
INTEGRATIONS
Slack, Jira Software

CRASH REPORTING

To achieve this, Kunal needs to understand the software problems customers

“Raygun is the integral tool that helped us get a handle on that kind of
traffic without many bugs. We still spend 25% of our time on QA and bug
fixes. Before Raygun, that 25% was all spent on reactive work. Now, I’d say
half of that time is proactive.”
Kunal Johar, Co-Founder and Director

Before Raygun, OpenWater received thousands of errors that created unfriendly
customer error messages like “Formatexception. Input string not in the correct
format.” Clients understandably thought this was a software error and call support,
taking up valuable support time.
Using Raygun’s daily error digest, Kunal sorts the user malfunctions from the real
errors quickly. He then prioritizes re-writes of the error messages making them more
friendly and actionable for the customer. This one step reduced error noise by 99%.
Now, only real errors can land in Raygun’s Crash Reporting Dashboard.
Kunal aims to have zero errors inside Raygun and motivates his team with a
company-wide program called the Raygun Error Zero Initiative. The initiative has
been a great success and has reduced OpenWater’s support time significantly
because there is a manageable amount of errors in Raygun that need reactive
attention from the development team, clearing the way for more proactive work.
“We are never going to get to zero errors, but the point is, do we have a manageable
number we can look through? I now get one or two errors a week that need to be
reported.”
As a direct result of the Raygun Error Zero Initiative, no-one works weekends to cover
extra support shifts. Kunal uses tools like Raygun to foster a better work-life balance
for the team in a high-growth environment.

Raygun's Software Intelligence Platform gives developers the

Talk to our sales team today

diagnostic details needed to find and fix errors quickly.
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